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Hejny Rentals, Inc.
Contractor, Lawn & Garden, and Party Equipment Rentals

1829 White Bear Ave. - Maplewood, MN 55109

Phone: 651-770-3841 – Fax: 651-770-1725

www.hejnyrental.com
WORKFORCE WML18 CONTRACTOR LIFT
WARNING! BEFORE OPERATING THIS LIFT READ AND UNDERSTAND THE OPERATOR'S MANUAL.
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NO riders are allowed on this lift. This is not a personnel lift and never should be used for hoisting or moving people.
Wear the proper clothing. Hard hat, safety shoes, and gloves should be worn as a precaution while operating the lift.
Avoid horseplay around equipment and keep bystanders at a safe distance.
Keep hands away from all moving parts while operating unit.
DO NOT EXCEED RATED OPERATING CAPACITY!
NEVER allow anyone to stand under an elevated load.
Never attempt to work on cable or pulley system unless mast is in lowest possible position to engage the safety latch.
Never operate during high wind conditions.
Operate ONLY ON LEVEL SURFACES. Use the unit on smooth and level surfaces to avoid unit tipping over and the
possibility of operator injury.
Secure load to prevent it from shifting on forks and tie down loads before lifting.
Lock caster brakes when leaving unit unattended.
Keep load at lowest possible position at all times.
ALWAYS watch for and avoid overhead wires and obstructions when using the unit or moving unit to and from job site.
NEVER leave elevated load unattended.
DO NOT use unit to support ladders.
Do not use unit outside in thunder, lightening, or severe weather.
When the unit has an elevated load, it can be transported on the unit's 5" casters only. Do not operate from an unstable platform such as a
bed as a bed of a truck.
Load capacity with 14" load center - 650#, 24" load center - 500#, 36" load center - 350#, and 48" load center - 200#.

Need It. Rent It!

